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Details of Visit:

Author: asianbeast
Type of Visit: Incall
Date and Time of Visit: Tue 5 Oct 2010 11:15 am
Duration of Visit: 30 mins
Amount Paid: 60
Recommended: Yes

Details of Service Provider:

Profile Name: MKE Finest
Website: http://www.miltonkeynesescorts.com
Phone: 01908696559

The Premises:

A well-presented and very clean ground floor flat in Central Milton Keynes. Not far from the
shopping centre.

The Lady:

Quite an attractive Afro-Caribbean (West Indian) young lady. In fact looks younger than her stated
age of 29. Facially as per the photos but body-wise is much slimmer now. 

The Story:

I had very high expectations of Foxy, based on her previous field reports; and I am pleased to say
that Foxy lived up to those high expectations.

Foxy greeted me with a full on kiss. This was to confirm Foxy?s intentions of making sure I had a
great time with her.

The next half hour was to consist of top quality GFE stuff combined with moments of raunchy PSE.

The highlights of my session with Foxy included her deep sensual kissing with tongues, her superb
BBBJ and her responsive reverse oral (done on a very clean and delicious love box).

However, there were two things that really stood out for me.

The first was when I came 15 minutes through the session. It was through a very enjoyable BBBJ
which ended when I shot in Foxy?s mouth. At my request, Foxy did not swallow but dribbled my
cum onto her boobs and her body; she then scooped some cum from her boobs on to her tongue,
from where it disappeared. Very naughty indeed!

I had 15 minutes left, and within 5 minutes Foxy made me hard again, so I spent the next 10
minutes penetrating Foxy in missionary, but before I started I received a big shock. To my surprise,
Foxy took out a vibrator. I told her that she didn?t need it as I had what she wanted, so what was
the point of the vibrator? Foxy said ?Just watch?. She then inserted the vibrator into her rear end
and then asked me to penetrate her from the front in missionary. This was unbelievable. It was
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double penetration for Foxy! I could also feel the vibrations whilst I was working at my job. What
was to be a 1-2-1 with Foxy became my first MMF threesome with a truly horny lady that was
excellent at her job. The atmosphere in the room became electric with Foxy?s genuine moans.
Sadly, I was exhausted and could not come, and I felt that I should quit; although there was no
clock watching by Foxy.

All good things come to an end, and so did this appointment. In between me wearing my clothes
and leaving, Foxy continued to DFK me.

It was not just the service and the enthusiasm put into it, but it was also Foxy?s attitude, charm,
friendliness and mannerisms that made me enjoy thoroughly. In the end I gave Foxy a ?5 tip.

I would give this punt 9 out of 10. If Foxy was a little less slim and had some more flesh, then I
would give it a 10 out of 10.

This girl is amazing, and if you like petite dark skinned spinners, who give 100% quality service,
then Foxy is for you.
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